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C A N C E R

The stability of R-spine defines RAF inhibitor resistance: 
A comprehensive analysis of oncogenic BRAF mutants 
with in-frame insertion of C-4 loop
Jiajun Yap1,2†, R. N. V. Krishna Deepak3†, Zizi Tian4, Wan Hwa Ng2, Kah Chun Goh2, Alicia Foo2,  
Zi Heng Tee2, Manju Payini Mohanam2, Yuen Rong M. Sim2, Ufuk Degirmenci2, Paula Lam1,5,6, 
Zhongzhou Chen4, Hao Fan3*, Jiancheng Hu1,2*

Although targeting BRAF mutants with RAF inhibitors has achieved promising outcomes in cancer therapy, drug 
resistance remains a remarkable challenge, and underlying molecular mechanisms are not fully understood. Here, we 
characterized a previously unknown group of oncogenic BRAF mutants with in-frame insertions (LLRins506 or VLRins506) 
of C-4 loop. Using structure modeling and molecular dynamics simulation, we found that these insertions 
formed a large hydrophobic network that stabilizes R-spine and thus triggers the catalytic activity of BRAF. Fur-
thermore, these insertions disrupted BRAF dimer interface and impaired dimerization. Unlike BRAF(V600E), these 
BRAF mutants with low dimer affinity were strongly resistant to all RAF inhibitors in clinic or clinical trials, which 
arises from their stabilized R-spines. As predicted by molecular docking, the stabilized R-spines in other BRAF 
mutants also conferred drug resistance. Together, our data indicated that the stability of R-spine but not dimer 
affinity determines the RAF inhibitor resistance of oncogenic BRAF mutants.

INTRODUCTION
The Ser/Thr protein kinase, RAF, is a key component of RAS/RAF/
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MEK)/extracellular signal–
regulated kinase (ERK) signaling that consists of three isoforms: 
CRAF (or RAF1), BRAF, and ARAF in mammalian cells (1). RAF 
plays a central role in cell biology and its aberrant activation induces 
developmental disorders and cancers (2). Under physiological con-
ditions, RAF is recruited to plasma membrane by active RAS, where 
it forms homo/heterodimers and releases its catalytic activity toward MEK.  
A number of studies have identified dimerization as a key event in 
signal transduction mediated by RAF (3–13). The dimerization of 
RAF facilitates assembly of R-spine, a typical structure of active 
kinases, and triggers its catalytic activity (9, 14–18). On the other 
hand, it helps the recruitment of MEK and subsequent MEK di-
merization, both of which are indispensable for the phosphorylation 
of MEK by RAF (10, 11). The different propensity of dimerization 
among RAF isoforms leads to their distinct ability to turn on ERK 
signaling with an order that BRAF > CRAF > ARAF (9, 10). In addition to 
active RAS and isoform propensity, RAF dimerization can be regulated 
on other layers such as genetic alterations, inhibitor association, and 
ERK-mediated feedback phosphorylation (19, 20).

In cancer genomes, genetic alterations that activate RAF mainly 
occur upstream (receptor tyrosine kinases and RAS), or on RAF itself, 
particularly BRAF probably by virtue of its high basal activity (19, 21). 

Although BRAF mutation/alteration exists in only ~7% cases of all 
cancers, it is highly prevalent in some cancer types such as melanoma, 
thyroid cancers, and histiocytosis (22, 23). Biochemical studies have 
suggested that cancer-related BRAF mutants might be classified as 
three groups: (i) highly constitutively active mutants (i.e., V600E) 
that achieve active conformation independent of dimerization and 
turn on downstream signaling by phosphorylation, (ii) kinase-dead 
or kinase-impaired mutants (i.e., V471F) that stimulate together 
with active RAS downstream signaling through dimerizing with and 
triggering the catalytic activity of wild-type paralogs, and (iii) inter-
mediate active mutants (i.e., G469A) that are activated through 
enhanced dimerization and directly turn on downstream signaling 
(24). However, there are still some unique RAF mutants that cannot 
fall into any of these categories. For example, BRAF mutants with 
in-frame deletions of 3-C loop (i.e., NVTAP) have a high activity 
and a high dimer affinity (10, 25, 26). Moreover, even in the same 
group, different BRAF mutants might be activated through distinct 
mechanisms. As reported before, BRAF(V600E) achieves its active 
conformation through forming the K507-E600 salt bridge (27), 
whereas BRAF(L485F) and BRAF(L505H) do this through stabilizing 
their R-spines (18), although all of them have a high activity inde-
pendent of dimerization. These findings indicate that BRAF mutants 
have diverse characters and complicated functional modes, whose 
understanding would improve precision therapies against cancers 
harboring BRAF mutations.

To target oncogenic BRAF mutants, RAF inhibitors such as 
vemurafenib and dabrafenib have been developed and applied to 
clinic treatment of cancers (28, 29). Although these inhibitors achieve 
a promising outcome on BRAF(V600E)–harboring cancers, a 
majority of cancers with BRAF mutation, at initial treatment phase, 
unfortunately, their efficacy is abrogated by quick-rising resistance 
(30). Mechanistic studies have shown that RAF inhibitor resistance 
arises from enhanced RAF dimerization by active RAS or by alternative 
RAF splicing at mRNA level that delete its N terminus (31–34). At 
present, how elevated RAF dimer affinity causes drug resistance 
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remains unclear. To resolve this problem, the second-generation 
RAF inhibitors, PLX8394 and LY3009120, have been developed and 
are undergoing clinical trials, which either impairs dimerization 
upon association with BRAF mutants or blocks the activity of both 
protomers in BRAF dimers (35, 36). However, whether all these 
inhibitors in clinic or clinical trials would cover BRAF mutants other 
than V600E in cancer genomes needs to be further determined.

RESULTS
LLRins506 and VLRins506 define a previously unknown group 
of oncogenic BRAF mutants
Recently, a previously unknown group of BRAF mutants with in-frame 
insertion of three residues on C-4 loop was identified by cancer 
genomic sequencings (37, 38). These insertions arose from altered 
mRNA splicing (LLRins506) or from genomic DNA duplication 
(VLRins506) of BRAF (Fig. 1A) and existed in Langerhans cell histio-
cytosis or astrocytoma. According to the three-dimensional (3D) 
structure of BRAF kinase domain, the C-4 loop constitutes a large 
portion of dimer interface and positions C-helix together with 
the 3-C loop (Fig. 1B), both of which are essential for the catalytic 
activity of BRAF (10, 39). The insertion of three residues (LLR or 
VLR) in this loop would generate some new interactions that may 
alter local conformation and activity of BRAF. Thus, we measured the 
activity of LLRins506 and VLRins506 in 293T transfectants by using anti– 
phospho- ERK1/2 immunoblot. As shown in Fig. 1C, these mutants 
had much higher activity in contrast to wild-type counterpart, which 
is comparable with those of BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(NVTAP), two 
well- defined constitutively active BRAF mutants (10, 22, 25, 26). 
To ensure that LLRins506 and VLRins506 are constitutively active mu-
tants that activate ERK signaling independent of endogenous RAF 
molecules, we expressed these mutants in BRAF−/− or CRAF−/− fibro-
blasts and found that they could activate downstream pathway regard-
less of BRAF or CRAF deficiency (Fig. 1D). This finding was also 
supported by our short hairpin RNA (shRNA)–mediated knockdowns 
in which down-regulation of CRAF, ARAF, or KSR1  in LLRins506- 
reconstituted BRAF−/− fibroblasts has no effect on ERK signaling (fig. 
S1). Furthermore, LLRins506 and VLRins506 had strong ability to in-
duce foci formation in both wild-type and RAF-deficient fibroblasts 
(Fig. 1E). Together, these data indicated that in-frame insertions of 
LLR or VLR on the C-4 loop of BRAF create constitutively active 
kinases that transform cells.

LLRins506 and VLRins506 activate BRAF by assembling a large 
hydrophobic network that involves in R-spine
To understand how LLRins506 or VLRins506 triggers the catalytic 
activity of BRAF, we mutated these three amino acids into Ala with 
different combinations. As shown in Fig. 2A, AAAins506 or AARins506 
mutants did not exhibit any activity toward downstream MEK-ERK 
signaling when expressed in 293T cells in contrast to both wild-type 
BRAF and LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants, suggesting that the hydro-
phobicity, but not the length of C-4 loop, is responsible for 
elevating the catalytic activity of BRAF. Furthermore, we found that 
the activity of ALRins506 was comparable to those of LLRins506 and 
VLRins506, significantly higher than the activity of LARins506 and 
wild-type BRAF, when expressed in 293T cells (Fig. 2B), suggesting 
that the second Leu (Leu508*), occupied by Thr508 in wild-type 
counterpart, plays a major role in activating LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants although the first Leu or Val may have minor effect. To 

explore the structural and mechanistic basis of how this additional 
hydrophobic residue enhances the catalytic activity of BRAF, we 
carried out structural modeling of LLRins506 mutant on the basis of 
the structure of wild-type BRAF in dimeric state. In the model of 
LLRins506 mutant, hydrophilic Lys507 and Thr508 residues were re-
placed by two hydrophobic Leu residues, while Arg509 residue was 
retained (Fig. 2C and fig. S2). Moreover, Leu508* of LLRins506 mutant 
was optimally positioned to form hydrophobic interactions with 
neighboring residues such as Ile513, Leu567, Ile572, and in close prox-
imity (within 5.5 Å) of Phe595 in R-spine (RS2), which leads to 
assembly of a large hydrophobic network. To further refine our 
structural model of LLRins506 mutant, we carried out unrestrained 
equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of dimeric wild-
type BRAF and LLRins506 mutant systems. Both systems were simu-
lated for 500 ns in their apo-states for a total of 1 s. We found that 

Fig. 1. LLRins506 and VLRins506 activate BRAF and transform cells independent 
of endogenous RAFs. (A and B) LLRins506 and VLRins506 occur in the C-4 loop of 
BRAF. (A) LLRins506 and VLRins506 in the primary sequence of C-4 loop of BRAF. 
(B) 3D structural model of LLRins506. The N- and C-lobes of BRAF kinase domain were 
depicted as ribbons and colored with green or gray. The 3-C and the C-4 loops, 
which play a critical role in positioning the C-helix, were shown in red or magenta 
color. The position of R-spine residues within the structure were shown as cyan 
translucent surface representation. The inserted residues of LLRins506 (magenta color), 
R-spine residues (cyan color), and some of neighboring hydrophobic residues 
(yellow color) were shown as stick representation. Potential hydrophobic contacts 
that may be formed between LLR residues and R-spine residues as well as 
neighboring residues were indicated with dotted lines. (C) LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants strongly activated the ERK signaling as BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(VNTAP) 
did when expressed in 293T cells. The activity of ERK1/2 in 293T transfectants that 
express BRAF mutants was measured by anti–phospho-ERK1/2 immunoblotting. 
(D) LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants activated the ERK signaling as BRAF(V600E) did 
in wild-type (WT), BRAF−/−, and CRAF−/− fibroblasts. The activity of ERK1/2 in fibro-
blast stable cell lines that express BRAF mutants was determined as that in (C). 
(E) LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants induced foci formation as BRAF(V600E) did when 
expressed in fibroblasts. The foci formation assay was carried out as described 
in Materials and Methods. All images are representative of at least three inde-
pendent experiments.
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most fluctuations in both systems were centered around C-helix, 
C-4 loop, activation loop region (near residues 600 to 650), 
and terminal regions (figs. S3 and S4). Analysis of MD-generated 
trajectories of dimeric wild-type BRAF and LLRins506 mutant further 
strengthened our speculation regarding the role of Leu508*. In 
LLRins506 mutant, Leu508* on average formed ~5 times more hydro-
phobic contacts with its neighboring residues including Leu507*, Ile513, 
Tyr566, Leu567, Ile572, and Phe595 compared to Thr508 in wild-type 
BRAF (Fig. 2D, top). In particular, Leu508* had significantly greater 
number of hydrophobic contacts with Phe595 of the R-spine than 
Thr508 in wild-type BRAF (Fig. 2D, bottom). This finding from MD 

simulations clearly established the central organizing role of Leu508* 
in LLRins506 mutant, which facilitates assembly of a large hydrophobic 
network including R-spine and thereby shifts the conformational 
equilibrium of BRAF to favor catalysis. Next, we validated our com-
putational observations by using mutagenic assays that could 
potentially weaken the hydrophobic network formed by Leu508* in 
LLR/VLRins506 mutants. As shown in Fig. 2 (E to G), mutating Ile513, 
Leu567, or Ile572 into Ala significantly restricted the ability of ALRins506 
to activate ERK signaling when expressed in 293T cells (Fig. 2, E to G). 
However, when identical mutations were introduced into BRAF(V600E) 
whose active conformation is stabilized by the salt bridge between 

Fig. 2. LLRins506 and VLRins506 trigger the catalytic activity of BRAF through assembling a large hydrophobic network that involves in R-spine. (A and B) The 
Leu508* plays a determinant role in activation of BRAF by LLRins506 and VLRins506. BRAF and its mutants were expressed in 293T cells and their activity was measured as 
phospho-ERK1/2 by immunoblotting. (C) Configuration of R-spine and C-4 loop of wild-type BRAF (left) and LLRins506 mutant (right) structural models. Residues of C-4 
loop, R-spine, and neighboring hydrophobic residues were shown in cyan, pink, or yellow colors, respectively, while the rest of protein as gray ribbon. (D) Total number 
of hydrophobic contacts formed by Thr508 in wild-type BRAF (red) or by Leu508* in LLRins506 mutant (blue) with neighboring residues (top) and number of Thr508-Phe595 
contacts in wild-type BRAF (red) or Leu508*-Phe595 contacts (blue) in LLRins506 mutant (bottom) observed during simulation were presented as histograms. The number of 
contacts presented in the plot was averaged across both protomers in a given dimer. (E to G) Altering the hydrophobic network formed by Leu508 through mutating either 
Ile513, Leu567, or Ile572 abolished the activity of BRAF(ALRins506). (H to J) BRAF(ALRins506) is resistant to the alteration of R-spine albeit sensitive to that of Phe595. The activity 
of BRAF and its mutants in (E) to (J) was determined as that in (A). All images are representative of at least three independent experiments.
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K507 and E600 (27), we did not observe any remarkable effect. 
Similarly, this type of mutations only partially impaired the activity 
of BRAF(NVTAP) whose active conformation is stabilized by 
enhanced dimerization (fig. S5A) (10, 25). Consistent with these 
findings, ALRins506 was more sensitive to F595 alteration than 
BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(NVTAP), and F595V mutation abolished 
its ability to activate ERK signaling but not those of BRAF(V600E) 
and BRAF(NVTAP) when expressed in 293T cells (Fig. 2H). To 
further confirm that LLRins506 or VLRins506 stabilizes active confor-
mation of BRAF through facilitating assembly of a large hydrophobic 
network that involves in R-spine, we determined whether these 
mutants were resistant to R-spine disturbance and found that although 
mutating the R-spine residue #4 (RS4), Phe516 into Leu, completely 
blocked the activity of wild-type BRAF, it had no effect on ALRins506 
mutant as well as BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(NVTAP) (Fig. 2, I and J, 
and fig. S5B). Collectively, our data indicate that LLRins506 or VLRins506 
activates BRAF by assembling a large hydrophobic network that 
includes and stabilizes R-spine.

LLRins506 and VLRins506 impair BRAF dimerization by altering 
dimer interface
Because the residues from C-4 loop constitute a large portion of 
dimer interface of RAF kinases (8), we next investigated whether 
LLR insertion on this loop altered RAF dimerization besides 
stabilizing R-spine. We found that the dimer interface of LLRins506 
mutant was significantly rearranged compared to that of wild-type 
BRAF upon MD simulations, which lastly breaks the LLRins506 dimer 
over the course of simulation, although there was no major struc-
tural changes observed within individual protomers (Fig. 3A). We 
further assessed the relative changes of interprotomer contacts of 
wild-type and LLRins506 dimers before (t = 0 ns) and after (t = 500 ns) 
simulations by measuring the interprotomer pairwise minimum 
distances of dimer interface residues and visualized as a heatmap 
(Fig. 3B). The breaking of LLRins506 dimer exposed previously buried 
residues to the solvent, resulting in a remarkable reduction of dimer 
interface area from 1360.4 to 439.0 Å2. In contrast, the dimer inter-
face area of wild-type BRAF was changed only marginally from 
1158.4 to 1138.1 Å2 over simulation. Correspondingly, the solvent 
accessible surface area of dimer interface residues of LLRins506 
mutant increased significantly compared to that of wild-type BRAF 
(Fig. 3C and tables S1 and S2). We thought that the extension of the 
C-4 loop in LLRins506 mutant displaced hydrophilic Thr508, Arg509, 
and His510 further into the interface region and thus potentially dis-
integrated the dimer interface of LLRins506 mutant. To validate our 
observations from simulations, we directly measured the relative 
dimer affinity of LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants by using compli-
mentary split luciferase assay (10, 40, 41), a living-cell protein inter-
action method similar to bioluminescence resonance energy transfer 
(42). Although LLRins506- or VLRins506-fused split luciferase pairs 
generated a stronger luciferase signal than that derived from mono-
meric BRAF mutant (R509H/AAE) (10), it was much weaker than 
those from both wild-type BRAF and BRAF(V600E)–fused split 
luciferase pairs (Fig. 3D), suggesting that LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants have much less dimer affinity than wild-type BRAF and 
BRAF(V600E). Moreover, the weak luciferase signal from LLRins506- 
fused split luciferase pair could be elevated by different extents with 
KRAS(G12D) coexpression or high-dose dabrafenib treatment 
(fig. S6), indicating that the weak dimerization of LLRins506 could be 
enhanced upon RAS or RAF inhibitor engagement. Alternatively, we 

further confirmed these findings by using coimmunoprecipitation 
assay. When coexpressed in 293T cells, hemagglutinin (HA)–tagged 
wild-type BRAF and BRAF(V600E) were pulled down by FLAG-
tagged counterparts, whereas it was barely reproduced with either 
LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants (Fig. 3E), indicating that LLRins506 
and VLRins506 mutants form much weaker homodimers in vivo. 
Consistently, we also found that this type of mutants barely formed 
heterodimers with wild-type BRAF, CRAF, ARAF, or KSR1 when 
coexpressed in 293T cells although their interaction with MEK is 
not altered (fig. S7).

Because the dimerization of RAFs is critical for their activation 
and catalytic activity toward MEK, kinase-dead RAF mutants with 
low dimer affinity hardly transactivate catalysis-competent RAF- 
binding partners and constitutively active RAF mutants with low 
dimer affinity frequently lose their catalytic activity toward MEK 
in vitro by virtue of dimer dissociation (10, 40, 41). Thus, we checked 
whether these phenomena occurred on LLRins506 or VLRins506 
mutants given their low dimer affinity. As shown in Fig. 3F, catalytic 
spine-fused LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutant (V471F/LLRins506 and 
V471F/VLRins506) was not able to trigger the activity of CRAF in RAF 
coactivation assay (9, 18, 41, 43). Furthermore, purified LLRins506 and 
VLRins506 mutants from 293T transfectants barely phosphorylated 
MEK in vitro, whose activity can be restored by glutathione S-transferase 
(GST) fusion–enhanced dimerization (Fig. 3G). Together, these data 
demonstrated that LLR/VLR insertion on C-4 loop disorders 
BRAF dimer interface and remarkably impairs its dimerization.

LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants are resistant to all clinical and 
preclinical RAF inhibitors albeit sensitive to MEK inhibitor
To target oncogenic BRAF mutants, the first-generation RAF inhib-
itors (vemurafenib and dabrafenib) had been developed and applied 
to clinic cancer treatment, and the second-generation inhibitors 
that have less paradoxical effect (PLX8394) or target both protomers 
of RAF dimer (LY3009120) were undergoing clinical trials (28, 29). 
We wondered whether these inhibitors could be used to target 
LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants in cancer genomes. To test this 
notion, we examined the effects of these RAF inhibitors on 293T 
transfectants that express LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants as well as 
BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(NVTAP). As reported before, all these 
RAF inhibitors effectively blocked the activity of BRAF(V600E) 
(Fig. 4A), and only LY3009120 strongly inhibited the activity of 
BRAF(NVTAP) (Fig. 4B). However, these inhibitors had little to 
no effects on LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants (Fig. 4, C and D) and 
their median inhibitory concentrations (IC50s) against LLRins506 or 
VLRins506 mutants versus BRAF(V600E) had at least >10-fold differ-
ence (Fig. 4E). We further determined whether sorafenib, a nonspecific 
RAF inhibitor, could effectively inhibit the activity of LLRins506 or 
VLRins506, but unfortunately, it also failed as RAF-specific inhibitors 
did (fig. S8A). To construct an effective therapeutic approach 
against LLRins506- or VLRins506-harboring cancers, we next determined 
whether clinical MEK inhibitors such as trametinib, binimetinib, 
AZD6244, and cobimetinib were able to block MEK-ERK signaling 
activated by LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants. Although all of them 
were effective compared with RAF inhibitors, trametinib exhibited 
the best ability to inhibit ERK signaling triggered by LLRins506 
(fig. S8B). Unexpectedly, we found that ERK signaling driven by 
LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants were slightly more sensitive to 
trametinib than those triggered by BRAF(V600E) or BRAF(NVTAP) 
(Fig. 4, E and F), suggesting that trametinib might service as a 
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good therapeutic approach against cancers harboring LLRins506 or 
VLRins506 mutants.

The stabilized R-spine of LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants 
impairs RAF inhibitor association
Acquired resistance to RAF inhibitors is a major challenge in current 
targeted therapy against BRAF-mutated cancers (19, 30). Molecular 
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are complicated and not 
fully understood. Although an elevated dimer affinity had been 

shown responsible for RAF inhibitor resistance of BRAF(V600E) 
splicing variants (34) or BRAF(NVTAP) (10, 25), it was not appli-
cable to LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants, given their low dimer 
affinity. To understand why LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants are 
resistant to RAF inhibitors, here we first examined the structures of 
BRAF/inhibitor complexes that are available in the Protein Data 
Bank (PDB) database and found that RAF inhibitors locked BRAF in 
configurations with distorted or broken R-spine (fig. S9). This raised 
a possibility that the stabilized R-spine in LLRins506 and VLRins506 

Fig. 3. LLRins506 or VLRins506 disrupts the dimerization of BRAF. (A to C) Molecular simulation shows that LLRins506 impairs BRAF homodimerization. (A) The relative 
position of two protomers in wild-type BRAF versus LLRins506 dimers. All protomers were depicted as ribbons and dimer interface residues as spheres. Purple and pink 
were used to label dimer interface and Arg509 in one protomer (orange), while yellow and green for these elements in the other (light blue). (B) Visualization of inter-
protomer distances for interface residue pairs of wild-type BRAF versus LLRins506 mutant. (C) The solvent accessible surface areas of dimer interface residues in wild-type 
BRAF versus LLRins506 mutant. (D and E) LLRins506 mutant has much less dimer affinity than wild-type BRAF and V600E. The dimer affinity of wild-type BRAF and mutants 
was determined by complimentary split luciferase assay (D) and coimmunoprecipitation (E) as described in Materials and Methods. ***P < 0.001. (F) Kinase-dead LLRins506 
and VLRins506 mutants are not able to transactivate CRAF. BRAF mutants were respectively coexpressed with CRAF receiver in 293T cells, and ERK signaling was detected 
by anti–phospho-ERK1/2 immunoblotting. (G) LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants lose their catalytic activity in vitro, which is rescued by glutathione S-transferase (GST) 
fusion. BRAF mutants were purified from 293T transfectants by immunoprecipitation, and their catalytic activity was measured by in vitro kinase assay. All images are 
representative of at least three independent experiments.
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mutants impairs association of RAF inhibitors. To justify this notion, 
we docked dabrafenib, vemurafenib, LY3009120, and PLX8394, re-
spectively, to representative structures of BRAF in either R-spineintact 
or R-spinebroken configurations and calculated their docking scores. 
Comparing the docking poses of these inhibitors in R-spinebroken 
(yellow) and R-spineintact (purple) configurations, we found that the 
disengagement between Phe595 and Leu505 in R-spinebroken configu-
ration compared to that in R-spineintact configuration provided 
access to the hydrophobic “back pocket” for inhibitors, which allows 
them to bind deeper and achieves better docking scores (Fig. 5A 
and table S3). To validate this computational analysis, we directly 
measured the affinity of LLRins506 mutant with these RAF inhibitors 
by using microscale thermophoresis (MST) method and found 
that it had at least nine-fold higher IC50 for all tested inhibitors 

than BRAF(V600E) in vitro (Fig. 5B), indicating that this type 
of BRAF mutants can barely associate with RAF inhibitors. To 
further confirm that the stabilized R-spine impairs RAF inhibitor 
docking and results in drug resistance, we next determined whether 
other oncogenic BRAF mutants with a stabilized R-spine were resist-
ant to RAF inhibitors as LLR/VLRins506 mutants did. In our previ-
ous studies, we had shown that L505H and L485F mutations 
stabilized R-spine of BRAF through distinct manners by different 
extends and thus elevated its kinase activity (18). As expected, these 
two BRAF mutants exhibited a strong resistance to all tested inhib-
itors with an exception for L485F when treated with LY3009120 
(Fig. 5, C to E). Together, these data consistently demonstrated that 
the stability of R-spine in BRAF mutants is responsible for their 
drug resistance.

Fig. 4. LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants are resistant to all RAF inhibitors in clinic or clinical trials albeit sensitive to MEK inhibitor. (A to E) Vemurafenib, dabrafenib, 
PLX8394, and LY3009120 are not able to effectively inhibit the activity of LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants as they do on BRAF(V600E) or BRAF(NVTAP). 293T transfectants 
that express individual BRAF mutants were treated with different drugs at indicated concentration for 3 hours, and their ERK signaling was measured by anti–phospho-ERK1/2 
immunoblotting (A to D) and quantified to generate graphs by using GraphPad Prism 6 (E). (F and G) MEK inhibitor, trametinib, effectively inhibits the ERK signaling 
evoked by LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants. The drug response of 293T transfectants that express individual BRAF mutants was determined as that in (A) to (E). All images 
are representative of at least three independent experiments.
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LLRins506 and VLRins506 induce in vivo tumors that are 
resistant to RAF inhibitor treatment
Because LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants constitutively activated 
oncogenic ERK signaling and transformed immortalized fibroblast 
in vitro, we next evaluated their oncogenicity in vivo by using xeno-
grafted tumor mouse model. As shown in Fig. 6 (A to C), immortal-
ized fibroblasts that express LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutant formed 
fibroblastomas upon subcutaneous injection into nonobese diabetic 
(NOD)–severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice as those that 
express BRAF(V600E) or BRAF(NVTAP) did, indicating that 
LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants are truly cancer drivers. Because 

these fibroblast cell lines were generated by reconstituting BRAF−/− 
fibroblasts with BRAF (or mutant)–internal ribosomal entry site 
(IRES)–green fluorescent (GFP) cassettes, and BRAF mutants were 
restricted at a comparable level of endogenous BRAF by cell sorting 
(fig. S10), this finding would not be an artifact arising from protein 
overexpression. To construct therapeutic strategies for treating cancers 
harboring LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutation, we next determined the 
efficacies of RAF inhibitors (vemurafenib, dabrafenib, and PLX8394) 
and MEK inhibitor (trametinib) against fibroblastomas induced by 
LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutant. Although both RAF inhibitors and 
MEK inhibitor impaired the growth of BRAF(V600E)–induced 

Fig. 5. The stabilized R-spine of LLRins506 or VLRins506 mutants impairs RAF inhibitor association, which also occurs in other BRAF mutants with stabilized R-spine. 
(A) Docking poses of vemurafenib, dabrafenib, and PLX8394 on BRAF with an intact (yellow) or broken (purple) R-spine. Configurations of intact and broken R-spine were 
shown in stick representation with translucent surfaces, while the ligands only in stick representation. (B) RAF inhibitors have much less affinity with LLRins506 mutant than 
BRAF(V600E). The apparent dissociation constant values were measured by using MST method in buffer with 1 mM adenosine 5′-triphosphate. (C to E) BRAF(L505H) and 
BRAF(L485F) that have enhanced R-spine exhibited similar resistance to RAF inhibitors. The drug response of 293T transfectants that express individual BRAF mutants was 
determined as in Fig. 4 (A to E). All images are representative of at least three independent experiments.
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fibroblastomas by different extends (trametinib > dabrafenib > 
vemurafenib > PLX8394), only MEK inhibitor exhibited a strong 
inhibitory effect on that of LLRins506/VLRins506 mutant–induced fibro-
blastomas (Fig. 6, D to F). Consistent with this finding, our immuno-
histochemical staining revealed that administrating with MEK 
inhibitor, trametinib, but not with RAF inhibitors significantly 
decreased the level of phospho-ERK1/2 and Ki67 in LLRins506/
VLRins506 mutant–induced fibroblastomas (Fig. 6G). Together, these 
data demonstrated that LLRins506 and VLRins506 are real driver muta-
tions in cancer genomes and cancers harboring this type of muta-
tions could be treated effectively with MEK inhibitor, trametinib.

The in-frame insertion of hydrophobic residues in C-4 
loop also activates epidermal growth factor receptor 
in cancer genomes by stabilizing its active conformation
The discovery of LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants led us to identify 
other oncogenic kinase mutants that are activated through a same 

principle. By surveying cancer genomic databases, we found that 
there were a notable number of epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) mutants that have in-frame insertions in C-4 loop 
(fig. S11A). Although previous studies had shown that these EGFR 
mutants were constitutively active (44, 45), how the inserted residues 
trigger the activity of EGFR was not clear. To address this question, 
we first measured the activity of representative EGFR mutants with 
in-frame insertion in C-4 loop (ASVins769 and SVDins770) and found 
that they activated ERK signaling when expressed in 293T cells 
(fig. S11B). A single Val insertion at the same location also triggered 
the activity of EGFR as those representative insertions did, suggesting 
that a hydrophobic residue at position 772* plays a major role in acti-
vating EGFR. Next, we carried out structural modeling of ASVins769 
and SVDins770 mutants by using wild-type EGFR structure as tem-
plate (46) and found that the additional Val772* from ASVins769 or 
SVDins770 formed hydrophobic interactions with neighboring Leu1017 
(fig. S11C), while the additional Ser771* either compensated for the 

Fig. 6. LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants induce tumor formation in vivo, which is resistant to RAF inhibitors albeit sensitive to MEK inhibitor. (A to C) LLRins506 and 
VLRins506 mutants function as a cancer driver and induce fibroblastomas as BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(NVTAP) in vivo. BRAF−/− fibroblasts reconstituted with wild-type BRAF 
or its mutants were subcutaneously injected into NOD-SCID mice, and tumor growth was tracked as described in Materials and Methods. At the experimental end point, 
tumors were harvested and weighted (n = 5 per group; ****P < 0.0001). (D to F) Xenograft tumors induced by LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants are resistant to vemurafenib, 
dabrafenib and PLX8394 albeit sensitive to trametinib. The experiments were carried out as that in (A) to (C), except that NOD-SCID mice were administered orally and 
daily with vehicle or RAF/MEK inhibitors (vemurafenib, 120 mg/kg; dabrafenib, 200 mg/kg; PLX8394, 150 mg/kg; trametinib, 3 mg/kg; n = 5 per group; **P < 0.01 and 
****P < 0.0001). (G) Immunohistochemistry staining analysis of xenografted tumors from (E). The activity of ERK1/2 and cell proliferation were assessed by staining for 
phospho-ERK1/2 and Ki67, respectively. All images are representative of at least three independent experiments. n.s., not significant.
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loss of Asp770-Arg776 interaction in ASVins769 mutant or provided an 
additional interacting partner for Arg776 in SVDins770 mutant. Because 
the Asp770-Arg776 salt-bridge connects the C-4 loop with Leu777 
(RS4) of the R-spine via Arg776 and is a hallmark of the active con-
formation in wild-type EGFR, the additional hydrophobic Val772* 
and polar Ser771* would strengthen a network of polar and hydro-
phobic interactions adjacent to R-spine and thus shift the confor-
mational equilibrium of EGFR toward active form similar to that in 
LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants of BRAF albeit through a different, 
indirect mode of action. Like LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants of 
BRAF, these EGFR mutants did not need dimerization for maintain-
ing their active conformation and a dimer interface mutation (V948R) 
did not inhibit their activity (fig. S11D). Together, our data implied 
that in-frame insertions in C-4 loop activate EGFR by stabilizing 
its active conformation.

DISCUSSION
Genetic mutations/alterations activate BRAF through diverse mech-
anisms, whose understanding is indispensable for developing precise 
targeted therapy. Recently, a previously unknown group of BRAF 
mutants with in-frame insertion of LLRins506 or VLRins506 in C-4 
loop were discovered in Langerhans cell histiocytosis and astrocytoma 
(37, 38). However, whether LLRins506 and VLRins506 are driver mutations 
and how these mutations turn on the catalytic activity of BRAF as 
well as whether they can be targeted by clinical or preclinical RAF 
inhibitors are not clear. In this study, we have characterized LLRins506 
and VLRins506 mutants and shown that these highly active BRAF mu-
tants turn on downstream signaling and transform cells independent 
of wild-type paralogs. Mechanistically, we have demonstrated that 
LLRins506 or VLRins506 triggers the catalytic activity of BRAF by 
assembling a large hydrophobic network that includes and stabilizes 
R-spine. We argue that such a R-spine stabilizing network of inter-
actions could shift the conformational equilibrium of BRAF favoring 
the active form. Because the C-4 loop of BRAF constitutes a large 
portion of dimer interface and its alteration potentially impairs or 
enhances BRAF dimerization (8), we have further determined the 
effect of LLR/VLRins506 on the dimerization of BRAF and found that 
LLR/VLRins506 disrupts dimer interface, which markedly weakens 
BRAF dimerization. The enhanced dimerization of oncogenic BRAF 
mutants has been linked to drug resistance, and BRAF mutants with 
a high dimer affinity such as BRAF(VNTAP) and BRAF(V600E) 
splicing variants without N terminus (V600E/NT) have been 
shown to be strongly resistant to the first-generation RAF inhibitors 
vemurafenib and dabrafenib as well as the second-generation RAF 
inhibitor PLX8394 (10, 25, 34). Unexpectedly, LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants are also resistant to these inhibitors, and even to LY3009120, 
a pan-RAF inhibitor that blocks the activity of BRAF mutants with 
or without elevated dimer affinity (36), although they have an even 
lower dimer affinity than wild-type BRAF. This finding indicates 
that dimer affinity does not directly correlates with drug resistance 
of BRAF mutants. To understand molecular basis underlying RAF 
inhibitor resistance, we examined the structural conformations of 
BRAF complexes associated with all these four inhibitors and found 
that an engagement of these inhibitors disrupted the R-spine of 
BRAF in all cases to varying degrees, and an intact R-spine of BRAF 
would impair their binding, suggesting that a highly stabilized 
R-spine is a key factor that determines drug resistance of BRAF 
mutants. To strengthen our conclusion, we further examined the 

drug sensitivity of BRAF(L505H) and BRAF(L485F), two other BRAF 
mutants with stabilized R-spines, and found that they exhibited 
similar drug resistance as LLRins506 and VLRins506 mutants. Together, 
our study has revealed the root of RAF inhibitor resistance and clearly 
demonstrated that R-spine stability but not dimer affinity confers the 
drug resistance of BRAF mutants, which has important implications 
in precise targeted therapies for cancers harboring BRAF mutations.

Stabilizing R-spine not only triggers the catalytic activity of RAF 
but also dampens its drug response. A number of studies have 
suggested that diverse oncogenic alterations can stabilize R-spine of 
RAF by different extends through distinct mechanisms and thus 
create constitutively active kinases that are resistant to RAF inhibi-
tors (9, 10, 18, 25, 34). The first type of alterations includes varia-
tions that improve dimerization, such as BRAF(V600E/NT) and 
BRAF(NVTAP). R-spine of these BRAF mutants is enhanced 
through a coordinative effect caused by high-affinity dimerization. 
The activity of these mutants cannot be blocked by vemurafenib, 
dabrafenib, and PLX8394 but by LY3009120 because its methyl- 
(methylamino)pyridopyrimindyl group can replace F595 (RS2) 
residue and assemble a much more stable hydrophobic core than 
R-spine itself (36). The second type of alterations occurs on the 
residues of R-spine, such as L505H and L505M, which directly 
strengthen R-spine (18). These BRAF mutants likely have a more 
stable R-spine than the first type of BRAF mutants and thus exhibit 
a partial resistance to LY3009120. The third type of alterations sta-
bilizes R-spine of BRAF through an assembly of a large hydrophobic 
network that associates with R-spine. L485F and LLR/VLRins506 
mutants belong to this group. As reported before, F485, F498, and 
I527 form a hydrophobic network that linked to R-spine in L485F 
mutant (18), and here we have shown that Leu508*, I513, L567, and 
I572 constitute an even larger hydrophobic network that involves in 
R-spine in LLR/VLRins506 mutants. Dependent of the stability of 
R-spine, these mutants might have a strong resistance (i.e., LLR/
VLRins506 mutants) or little to no resistance (i.e., L485F) to LY3009120, 
albeit highly resistant to vemurafenib, dabrafenib, and PLX8394. 
Unfortunately, for all types of BRAF mutants, we are not able to 
quantify their R-spine stability by virtue of no reliable approaches 
available. This denies our effort to correlate the R-spine stability of 
BRAF mutants directly with their drug binding affinity or resistance.

To understand molecular mechanism that underlies RAF inhib-
itor resistance resulted from R-spine stabilization, we have carried 
out molecular docking analysis, which clearly shows that different 
RAF inhibitors have their own preferring R-spine configurations 
although all of them distort R-spine upon association. Vemurafenib 
and dabrafenib have priority for the DFG-in configuration, while 
LY3009120 for the DFG-out configuration. Although the structure of 
BRAF/PLX8394 complex has not been resolved, our data suggests 
that this inhibitor prefers a binding mode similar to vemurafenib 
and dabrafenib (type 1½ inhibitor) rather than that of LY3009120 
(type 2 inhibitor). Nevertheless, our docking studies support that 
both types of 1½ and 2 inhibitors bind poorly to BRAF when the 
R-spine is assembled (R-spineintact) and could putatively explain how 
and why R-spine-stabilizing mutations such as LLRins506/VLRins506 
confer resistance to these different types of inhibitors. This conclu-
sion can be further strengthened by the docking scores of RAF in-
hibitors on different configurations of BRAF (table S3). Although 
RAF inhibitors had significantly higher best docking scores for 
R-spinebroken configurations, they achieved either comparable 
(dabrafenib and LY3009120) or slightly lower (vemurafenib and 
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PLX8394) best docking scores for R-spineintact configurations of 
LLRins506 mutant comparing to those of wild-type BRAF. These data 
suggest that the drug resistance of BRAF mutations such as LLRins506/
VLRins506 is more dominantly prompted by a higher population of 
R-spineintact state in the LLRins506/VLRins506 mutants’ conformational 
ensemble than that in the wild-type BRAF’s, as a consequence of a 
shift in the conformational equilibrium of BRAF induced by these 
R-spine–stabilizing mutations. In contrast, direct effects from these 
mutations may be minor and limited to specific drugs. In addition, 
our study also demonstrates that an integrated approach that com-
bines protein structure modeling, drug docking, and experimental 
testing can be very effective to identify and understand the drug 
resistance of various BRAF mutants, given the fact that a large num-
ber of non-V600E BRAF mutants exist in cancer genomes and lack 
high-resolution experimental structures.

Although resistant to all RAF inhibitors, LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants are sensitive to MEK inhibitor, trametinib, both in vitro and 
in vivo. Therefore, we will next examine the therapeutic efficacy of 
trametinib against LLR/VLRins506-harboring cancers through clinical 
trials. However, given the toxicity of MEK inhibitors, we will develop 
novel RAF inhibitors that can effectively target LLRins506 and VLRins506 
mutants as well as other RAF mutants with stabilized R-spine, which 
requires us to resolve their high-resolution structures in future study. 
Nevertheless, these works would propel the precise therapy of 
cancers driven by BRAF mutations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies, biochemicals, plasmids, and cell lines
Antibodies used in this study include anti–phospho-ERK1/2 (no. 4370), 
anti–phospho-MEK1/2 (no. 9154), anti-MEK1/2 (no. 9124), anti-ARAF 
(no. 4432), and anti-HA (no. 3724) (Cell Signaling Technology); 
anti-FLAG (F3165), anti-BRAF (SAB5300503), anti-CRAF 
(SAB5300393), and anti–-actin (A2228) (Sigma-Aldrich); anti-KSR1 
(no. PA5-75208, Invitrogen); anti-ERK1/2 (A0229, AB clonal); 
anti-Ki67 (ab16667, Abcam); and horseradish peroxidase–labeled 
secondary antibodies (the Jackson laboratory). All antibodies were 
diluted according to the manufacturers’ recommended protocols.

Vemurafenib, dabrafenib, PLX8394, LY3009120, and trametinib 
were purchased from Selleckchem. All other chemicals were obtained 
from Sigma-Aldrich.

Plasmids that encode BRAF, CRAF, MEK1, or their mutants 
were generated by polymerase chain reaction and Gibson assembly. 
pCDNA3.1(+) vector (Invitrogen) was used for transient expression, 
pMSCV-MCS-IRES-GFP retroviral vector (derived from pMSCV 
vector, Clontech) for stable expression, and pET-28a vector (Novagen) 
for bacterial expression. The shRNAs that target murine CRAF, 
ARAF, and KSR1 were designed by using a website software (http://
katahdin.cshl.org/siRNA/RNAi.cgi?type=shRNA) and were inserted 
into pLL3.7 lentiviral vector (Addgene) by using traditional molecular 
cloning methods. The targeting sequences were listed as follows:

ARAF shRNA no. 1: 5′-GGCTCATCAAAGGAAGAAA-3′
ARAF shRNA no. 2: 5′-GGAAGGCATGAGTGTCTAT-3′
ARAF shRNA no. 3: 5′-GGTCTACAGGTCATCAAA-3′
CRAF shRNA no. 1: 5′-GGAATGGAATGAGCTTACA-3′
CRAF shRNA no. 2: 5′-GGAGATGTTGCAGTAAAGA-3′
CRAF shRNA no. 3: 5′-GGAATGAGCTTACATGACT-3′
KSR1 shRNA no. 1: 5′-GTGCCAGAAGAGCATGATTTT-3′
KSR1 shRNA no. 2: 5′-CATGGGTTATCTTCATGCAAA-3′

Wild-type, BRAF−/−, and CRAF−/− fibroblasts were gifts from 
M. Baccarini at the University of Vienna (47, 48). Human embryonic 
kidney (HEK) 293T cell line was obtained from American Type 
Culture Collection.

Cell culture, transfection, and transduction
All cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone). Cell transfection was carried 
out by using the polyethylenimine transfection reagent. To generate 
stable cell lines that express wild-type BRAF or its mutants, viruses were 
prepared and applied to infect target cells according to our previous 
studies (10, 18). Infected cells were sorted by using flow cytometry.

Protein expression and purification
6xHis-tagged MEK1(K97A) was expressed in BL21(DE3) strains and 
purified by using a nickel column (Qiagen) as described before (10). 
FLAG-tagged BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(LLRins506) were respectively 
expressed in HEK-293T cells and purified by using anti-FLAG 
affinity gel and 3xFLAG peptide (Sigma-Aldrich) and following 
the manufacturer’s protocol.

Immunoprecipitation, in vitro kinase assay, and immunoblotting
Immunoprecipitations were performed as described previously 
(9, 18, 43). Briefly, whole-cell lysates from 293T transfectants that 
express wild-type BRAF or its mutants were mixed with anti-FLAG 
beads (A2220) (Sigma-Aldrich), rotated in cold room for 60 min, 
and washed three times with radioimmunoprecipitation buffer. For 
in vitro kinase assays of BRAF mutants, the immunoprecipitants 
were washed once with kinase reaction buffer (25 mM Hepes, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 0.5 mM Na3VO4, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.4) and then 
incubated with 20-l kinase reaction mixture [2-g His-tagged 
MEK1(K97A) and 100 M adenosine 5′-triphosphate in 20-l kinase 
reaction buffer] per sample at room temperature for 10 min. Kinase 
reaction was stopped by adding 5 l per sample of 5× Laemmli sample 
buffer and determined by immunoblotting. Otherwise, the immuno-
precipitants were directly mixed with 2× Laemmli sample buffer 
before detection. The immunoblotting was carried out as described 
before (41).

Foci formation assay
The foci formation assay was performed as described before (43). 
Immortalized mouse fibroblasts infected with retroviruses encoding 
wild-type BRAF or its mutants were plated at 5 × 103 cells per 60-mm 
dish and fed every other day. Twelve days later, cells were fixed with 
2% formaldehyde and stained with Giemsa solution (Sigma-Aldrich).

Complementary split luciferase assay
293T transfectants that express different pairs of Nluc- and Cluc-
fused BRAF proteins were plated in 24-well Krystal black image 
plates at a seeding density of 2 × 105 per well. Twenty-four hours 
later, d-luciferin (0.2 mg/ml) was added to the culture, and the in-
cubation was allowed for 30 min before the luciferase signals were 
measured by using Promega GloMax-Multi Detection System.

BRAF and EGFR structural modeling
Standard structural modeling
For modeling all missing regions (except for the C-4 loop) in 
the kinase domain (amino acids 455 to 723) of BRAF, canonical 
sequence was extracted from UniProt database (AC: P15056) and 

http://katahdin.cshl.org/siRNA/RNAi.cgi?type=shRNA
http://katahdin.cshl.org/siRNA/RNAi.cgi?type=shRNA
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added to the crystal structure of BRAF resolved in its dimeric state 
(PDB ID: 4XV1) (35) by using MODELLER v9.13 (49). A total of 
500 models were generated for every single query-template align-
ment and the best model was selected with DOPE score (50).
Advanced structural modeling
The standard structural modeling method was adjusted, when we 
modeled the C-4 loop in dimeric wild-type BRAF and LLRins506 
mutant. The interprotomer hydrogen bonds formed by Arg at position 
509 with the corresponding residues in the other protomer (Phe516, 
Thr508 in wild type, and Leu508 in LLRins506) were retained by the 
imposition of distance restraints on the donor and acceptor atoms 
(51, 52). In addition, we adopted a sliding-window alignment scheme 
to model the C-4 loop region in LLRins506 mutant with greater 
accuracy: Ten distinct query-template sequence alignments were 
generated with each alignment using a different three-residue region 
in the template (fig. S2). For wild-type BRAF, a total of 500 models 
were generated with a single alignment, while for LLRins506 mutant, 
a total of 5000 models were generated with these 10 alignments. For 
modeling two EGFR mutants ASVins769 and SVDins770, the canonical 
sequence of human EGFR was obtained from UniProt database 
(AC: P00533). A similar advanced structural modeling method was 
applied respectively to two mutants by using the wild-type EGFR 
structure (PDB ID: 2GS6) (46) as the template. In both mutants, the 
distinctive turn-like conformation adopted by Asn771, Pro772, and 
His773 in the C-4 loop was retained using distance restraints 
(51, 52). The sliding-window alignment scheme was used to generate 
10 alignments within the C-4 region, which yields a total of 5000 
models for each mutant. For BRAF LLRins506 and the two EGFR mutants, 
the best models were always selected with Discrete Optimized Protein 
Energy (DOPE) score (provided in the Supplementary Materials).

MD simulations
MD simulations of dimeric wild-type BRAF and LLRins506 mutants 
in apo state were performed with GROMACS 2018 suite of programs 
(53). The N (─NH2) and C terminus (─COOH) of proteins were 
rendered neutral. The systems were described using parameters 
derived from the OPLS-AA/L all-atom force field. Proteins were 
first solvated with single-point charge water in a cubic box with a 
solute-box distance of 15 Å, followed by addition of neutralizing 
counterions (Na+ and Cl−). Short-range nonbonded interactions 
were accounted for with a 14 Å cutoff distance, while long-range 
interactions were estimated using the particle mesh Ewald method. 
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the X, Y, and Z direc-
tions. Then, systems were energy-minimized using steepest descent 
method, followed by equilibration for 100 ps each under NVT and 
NPT conditions for stabilizing temperature and pressure around 
310 K and 1.0 bar, respectively. Furthermore, equilibration was 
performed with position restraints applied on all heavy atoms of 
the protein. Following equilibration, production MD runs were 
carried out for 500 ns without any restraints, using Nosé-Hoover 
thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat for maintaining tem-
perature and pressure.

Analysis of crystal structures and MD trajectories
Analysis of the crystal structures and MD-generated trajectories was 
carried out using a combination of programs available within the 
GROMACS 2018 suite and in-house Perl scripts. Hydrogen bonds and 
salt-bridge interactions in modeled structures and MD trajectories 
were defined using geometric parameters used by Mishra et al. (54), 

while hydrophobic contacts were characterized on the basis of 
parameters reported by Pierri and co-workers (55).

Molecular docking
For ligand-bound wild-type BRAF structures considered in our 
docking study, the protocol described above was used to model 
missing regions in the structures of BRAF loading with vemurafenib, 
dabrafenib, LY3900120, and adenosine 5′-diphosphate analog (PDB 
IDs: 5ITA, 4XV2, 5C9C, and 6PP9), respectively. For active-like 
BRAF LLRins506 mutant, we used PDB ID: 6PP9 as template and 
used the sliding window scheme to generate and select the best 
model. Docking studies were carried out using GOLD 2020.1 (56) 
and docked poses were assessed on the basis of empirical ChemPLP 
fitness score (a higher ChemPLP score represents for more favorable 
protein-ligand interaction). The 3D coordinates of ligands used for 
docking, including vemurafenib (CID: 42611257), dabrafenib (CID: 
44462760), PLX8394 (CID: 90116675), and LY3009120 (CID: 71721540), 
were obtained from PubChem. The structures of BRAF kinase 
domain used as receptors for docking and the top-ranked docked 
poses were provided in the Supplementary Materials.

MST analysis
The affinity of BRAF(V600E) and LLRins506 mutants with different 
RAF inhibitors (vemurafenib, dabrafenib, and PLX8394) was mea-
sured using the Monolith NT.115 from NanoTemper Technologies. 
The MST analysis was carried out as described before (11). Briefly, 
BRAF mutants purified from 293T transfectants were labeled with a 
fluorescent dye NT-647 (Cysteine Reactive) according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol. Then, a series of protein solutions with different 
concentrations were prepared by consecutive twofold dilutions in 
buffer containing 25 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.2% 
IGEPAL, and 0.1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)Phosphine (TCEP). 
The labeled proteins were mixed with unlabeled drugs at a vol-
ume ratio of 1:1 and loaded into silica capillaries after a short incu-
bation at room temperature. The measurements were performed at 
25°C by using 20% light-emitting diode power and 40% MST power. 
The laser-on and laser-off intervals were 30 and 5 s, respectively. 
NanoTemper Analysis (x86) software was used to fit the data and to 
determine the apparent dissociation constant values.

Animal studies
For xenograft experiments, female NOD-SCID mice (6 to 8 weeks) 
were subcutaneously injected with 5 × 106 cells per mice in 1:1 
Matrigel (Corning). Tumor volumes were monitored by digital 
calipers twice a week and calculated using the formula: volume = 
(width)2 × length/2. Vemurafenib (120 mg/kg), dabrafenib (200 mg/kg), 
PLX8394 (150 mg/kg), and trametinib (3 mg/kg) were administered 
orally and daily when tumors reached an average volume of ~100 mm3 
according to the previous studies (57, 58). At the experiment end-
point, mice were euthanized, and tumors were harvested for ex vivo 
analysis and subsequent histology. All operations were approved by 
the Animal Ethics Committee of National Cancer Centre Singa-
pore (NCCS) with Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee (IACUC)–approved animal protocol.

Immunohistochemistry staining
Tumors were fixed in 10% buffered formalin overnight and embedded 
according to the standard procedures. Tumor sections were cut to 
4-m thickness, mounted on glass slides, and air-dried at room 
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temperature. After antigen retrieval, tumor sections were stained 
with antibodies and then with hematoxylin. Images of tumor sections 
were taken with a bright light microscope at ×10.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis in this study was performed using GraphPad 
InStat (GraphPad Software, CA, USA). Statistical significance was 
determined by two-tailed Student’s t test in animal studies and 
error bars represent SD to show variance between samples in each 
group, or by one-sample t test in other experiments and error bars 
represent SD to show variance between independent experiments.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/24/eabg0390/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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